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From great ideas 
to scaled-up 
solutions

ClientConnect: Bridging the 
client expectation gap
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Pressures facing in-house legal 
teams are intense, and include:

• unrelenting pressure to deliver more-
for-less and to cut costs in line with 
other corporate functions

• digital and other technologies 
triggering new generations of legal 
needs, which are poorly understood

• conversations with external legal 
advisors sticking at the transactional, 
tactical level and exploring neither 
real innovations nor strategies to 
approach the future more confidently.

Law firms are also under intense 
pressure, including:

• a hyper-competitive market and flat 
demand for their services

• the risk of another (perhaps severe) 
economic recession

• legal work being taken in-house and 
clients using technology to further 
displace work now done by law firms

• the emerging competitive threat of 
the ‘Big 4’ and other legal advisory 
companies with new business models

• larger clients reducing the number of 
law firms on their panels

• high failure rate in translating good 
ideas that emerge during client 
listening, into viable projects at scale

• immense competition for top talent

• lack of clarity about the best business 
model as the billable hour comes 
under greater pressure.

The Challenge
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Clients are challenging their 
law firms to reassess their value 
propositions, in particular to:

• transition from technical legal experts 
to being strategic legal advisors

• deliver more value and reduce cost, 
including (but not only) through 
innovative use of technology

• increase transparency and certainty 
of pricing, and understand and 
support GCs’ needs in meeting their 
budgets

• collaborate more meaningfully with 
in-house legal teams

• unbundle work and source matters 
more intelligently, thoughtfully 
adopting tiered resourcing models

• transition from episodic, transactional 
relationships to a continuous, deeper 
role of trusted advisor

• leverage experience with other 
clients, to help GCs solve legal and 
business challenges in new, better 
ways

• understand emerging legal needs and 
help client legal teams to make sense 
of their own strategic horizons.

Research is clear: conventional 
approaches to innovation are not 
delivering the required results

• Research into growth in start-up and 
scale-up companies (e.g. Vyakarnam 
and Phadke, 2018) shows that most 
efforts fail to translate innovative 

In today’s ‘VUCA’ (volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous) world, change is 
accelerating in both rate and scale. Client legal needs are rapidly transforming. 
Markets are hyper-competitive. Regulatory compliance needs are becoming 
broader in scope and more complex. Cost pressures are relentless.

Against that backdrop, a widening gap has opened in expectations between 
what General Counsels (GCs) want from their external legal advisers, and what 
law firm Relationship Partners (in good faith) believe that they want. Bridging 
this requires focused effort and a structured process. For law firms that 
address this, opportunities exist to radically transform their relationships with 
their most important clients, creating sustainable competitive advantage.
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ideas into properly designed 
solutions, at scale (see figure below). 
Vyakarnam and Phadke’s work, in 
particular, translates very directly 
to how the process of innovation 
succeeds or fails in established 
businesses, including law firms and 
in-house legal departments.

• Innovations (including but not only 
related to technology or ‘digital 
transformation’) need to negotiate 
three major obstacles (‘chasms’):

 - from bright idea to working 
prototype or proof-of-concept

 - from such early-stage concept 
to fully formed solution with a 
commercially viable business 
plan and actionable scale-up 
implementation plan

 - from approved solution to fully-
scaled implementation.

• Roughly seventy five percent of ideas 
that successfully negotiate the first 
chasm, fail at the second.

• Solutions that negotiate the second 
chasm generally manage the third as 
well, assuming that they are approved 
for scale-up and properly resourced.

• Law firms do develop 
new ideas to enhance 
delivery of legal services, 
but these solutions are 
frequently developed 
without meaningful 
reference to the clients 
they are intended to 
serve, and sometimes no 
reference to the client 
at all.

• Doing this creates 
the risk that solutions 
created, sometimes at 
significant cost and in 
good faith, fail to land 
well with clients.

• Initiatives that fail 
because they are poorly 
conceived or badly 
executed can even do 
further damage to the 
relationship between the 
law firm and its client.

75% 
failure rate at 
the second 

chasm

The three ‘chasms’ to be crossed in the journey from good idea, to fully scaled-
up solution. (Source: Vyakarnam S. and Phadke U., 2018. The scale-up manual: 
Handbook for innovators, teams and firms. World Scientific.)

CLIENTConnect: Bridging the client / law firm expectation gap 

From good idea to meaningful results: the three chasms
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Growth in support stalls at each chasm

Time / total time (linear scale)

With ~50% time 
elapsed, at Chasm 3, 

only ~10% customers/
support has been 

achieved

Phadke & Vyakarnam’s model of growth in start-ups and scale-ups may 
explain why many innovative ideas fail to be widely adopted in business

Understanding why start-ups and scale-ups experience such heavy early-stage failure, despite having good ideas, helps us 
enhance the probability of successful implementation for promising ideas for emerging innovations to bridge the expectation 
gaps between GCs and law firms

© Cambridge Strategy Group Limited, 2018 01
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87%
percentage of 

legal functions that 
had experienced a 
large or moderate 

increase in demand 
for management 

information over the 
past five years

percentage of 
companies that 

plan to reduce legal 
function costs over 
the next 24 months

average cost 
reduction planned 
by legal functions 
with a headcount 

of more than 1,000

82%

15%
Source: ‘Why the 

legal function must be 
reimagined for the digital 
age’ (EY legal operations 

survey, 2019)
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sufficiently proactive and open in 
providing their law firms with the 
feedback and insights needed to help 
them adapt.

• Solutions need to focus on:

 - modifying current services to 
better service existing client 
needs

 - understanding emergent 
client legal needs that create 
opportunities for new services

 - modifying service delivery 
channels to enhance efficiency 
and client experience.

 - possible operational impacts of 
the identified solutions, for both 
law firm and in-house team.

• Law firms need a far better 
understanding of their most 
important clients’ perspectives on 
these issues. In-house teams need to 
better understand practicalities from 
the law firm’s perspective.

• Solutions developed collaboratively 
between law firms and their clients 
are better focused and both sides are 
invested in their success.

3

In developing ClientConnect, we researched the views of GCs and other senior 
in-house lawyers, and leaders of several prominent law firms. GCs told us that 
the expectation gap between them and law firms has been an problem for a 
long time but is now existential. They are aggressively exploring alternatives to 
‘conventional’ law firms. It is imperative that law firms address this threat.

What General Counsels say

• Law firms need to better understand 
their clients’ current and future 
needs and to adapt accordingly, 
if they are to maintain existing 
relationships, acquire new mandates 
and differentiate themselves.

• The start point for any change 
programme with a goal of improving 
client service must be deep 
consultation and collaboration 
between clients and key internal 
stakeholders, to validate needs and 
proposed solutions. To do otherwise 
is to set out on a high-risk, high-cost 
expedition without a map.

• Conventional client relationship 
management approaches are 
not delivering what clients need. 
Part of the problem has been the 
tendency of law firms to view client 
engagement on a transactional level, 
neglecting the need for a longer-
term relationship view based on  
deeper understanding of the internal 
business drivers shaping GCs’ needs.

• On the other hand, corporate 
legal departments are not always 

Rosemary Martin, General Counsel of Vodafone, on 
her relationship with Slaughter & May (speaking at 
the Legal Week’s Global Independent Law Firms 
Forum in London on 27 March 2019). 

“It’s about the way they think, and their 
intellectual capacity to think. When you’re 
really up against it, you need someone 
who can think differently if necessary.”
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ClientConnect is a thoughtfully designed, managed process of collaborative 
problem solving and co-creative* solution development, to bridge this client 
expectation gap. It drives out deep insights through open dialogue and 
intense collaboration,  combining features of Agile experimentation and Legal 
Design Thinking to develop highly informed, validated service innovations 
which will secure and expand client relationships for the long term.

The process involves assembling a team drawn from a law firm and a carefully 
selected client (or group of clients) and supporting that team with all the 
resources that they require in order to deliver not just good ideas, but pitch-
ready, high-value solutions that aim to transform the working relationship 
between a law firm and its most important clients.

ClientConnect delivers results where less comprehensive creative and Design 
Thinking initiatives do not. It is designed to ignite genuinely different thinking 
about the relationship between law firm and client

In essence, ClientConnect is unique because:

• we focus not only on generating 
ideas and prototypes but also on the 
more difficult work required later, to 
successfully implement these at scale

• we integrate the collaborative efforts 
of in-house legal team and law firm 
in ways that unlock solutions that 
cannot otherwise be discovered

• while smaller solutions are not 
ignored, we prefer to focus on 
uncovering intractable, high-value 
challenges that if solved, deliver 
unique competitive advantage for 
both the law firm and its client

• our careful approach to team 
management and coaching ensures 
that the members of the team and 
the wider community of mentors and 
specialists build strong inter-personal 
bonds that deeply strengthen 
relationships between law firms and 
their clients.

Is ClientConnect not just Design 
Thinking by another name?

• ClientConnect is founded upon 
Design Thinking and other 
methodologies but the specific 
inclusion of the later, more difficult 
work and generation of fully formed 
solutions is more comprehensive than 
the way in which Design Thinking is 
typically applied.

Surely the main focus should be 
on generating new ideas?

• Even law firms that have developed 
formal in-house innovation teams 
report that many valuable ideas 
wither early because inadequate 
attention is paid to that later work 
required before a solution can be 
convincingly pitched to the firm’s 
decision-makers, or to assure success 
in implementation.

The solution

* Co-creation is a well recognised strategy that brings different parties together (for 
instance, a law firm and a client or group of clients) to jointly produce a mutually valued 
outcome. C. K. Prahalad and Venkat Ramaswamy popularised the idea in their book 
‘The Future of Competition’ (Harvard Business School Press, 2004) in which they de-
fined co-creation to mean: “The joint creation of value by the company and the custom-
er; allowing the customer to co-construct the service experience to suit their context.”
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DEFINE EXPLORE DEVELOP PITCH

Chasm 1
Good idea to prototype

Chasm 2
Prototype to fully-

formed solution 
with viable 

business case and 
scale-up plan

Chasm 3
Fully-formed solution to 

scaled-up, functional project

DEFINE

EXPLORE

DEVELOP

75%
FAILURE 

RATE

PITCH

SCALE-UP

Team

Work with client to establish team, identify Project 
Sponsors, Mentors, Topic Experts and other stakeholders

Solution

Articulate the ‘expectation gap’ to be addressed, 
research issues and hypothetical options

Business case

Work with client to identify criteria for project success 
and metrics to use in assessing team performance 

Project plan

Establish timeline and key milestones and plan outline

Team

Introduce the team face-to-face, agree working 
protocols and roles, develop working relationships

Solution

Provide catalytic information, facilitate brainstorming of 
options and prioritisation, support creative process 

Business case

Training exercise: developing a business case / plan

Project plan

Training exercise: developing a project plan and support 
team in creating one for this project

Team

Help coordinate activities as the team operates virtually, 
support and trouble-shoot as required 

Solution

Source technical input, support virtual creative process, 
assist with additional training as required (eg by webinar) 

Business case

Facilitate and support process of compiling business case

Project plan

Monitor progress against key milestones and support 
team as they begin to develop the scale-up project plan

Team

Advise team on pitching techniques and on format and 
content of approach, rehearse pitch

Solution

Support fine-tuning of technical aspects of solution, 
brainstorm likely sponsor queries, and responses

Business case

Refine business case, challenge assumptions, support 
team in estimating likely ROI (financial and other)

Project plan

Support team in finalising the scale-up project plan

• Define internal objectives

• Select potential client/s

• Review + validate client 
relationships

• Build team

• Brainstorm, ideate options, 
select preferred idea

• Design and test prototype

• Validate prototype solution 
with Project Sponsors

• Refine prototype

• Research internal 
capability needs

• Assess available 
resources

• Understand 
commerciality

• Draft business case

• Develop scale-up 
project plan

• Finalise technical aspects of 
solution

• Finalise business plan and 
scale-up plan

• Pitch to Project Sponsors

Most innovation projects fail to 
cross the ‘second chasm,’ between 
prototype / early stage solution and 
fully formed solution with commercially 
viable business plan and practically 
implementable scale-up plan

Cambridge Strategy Group’s team attend to project 
management, coordination, sourcing expert 

knowledge and other resources, workshop facilitation 
and other tasks to ensure that the team has all that it 

needs in order to be able to meet its objectives

Project Sponsors 
(Typically one each 
from the law firm 

and the client 
organisation)

Mentors 
(Typically drawn from 
the law firm and client 

organisation, 
supplemented 

externally as necessary)

Topic Experts 
(Specialists co-opted 

to provide expert 
knowledge that is 

unavailable internally)
Core Team 

(High-potential volunteers drawn from 
inside law firm and client organisation)
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• The tendency for innovations and 
ideas to fail between early-stage 
solution and fully formed solution 
is well supported by academic 
business research, too.

• As a result of the poor record 
of success, innovation initiatives 
often tend to focus on low-risk 
challenges in the guise of ‘getting 
people to think innovatively’, in the 
hope that they will then be able to 
apply innovative thinking to ‘real’ 
challenges that emerge later.

How can we be assured that 
ClientConnect will deliver the 
value promised?

• While ClientConnect’s success 
depends ultimately on the project 
team and the support of the Project 
Sponsors, our support team is there 
to make it as easy and likely as 
possible for them to succeed.

• We facilitate each step of the 
process, making sure that the 
team has the expertise, access to 
specialists, administrative support 
and enthusiasm to keep momentum 
and achieve its objectives.

How long does a typical 
ClientConnect process take?

• The duration depends on the scope 
and complexity of the project 
selected but given the difficulty 
of maintaining momentum, we 
recommend that the period exceed 
four to six weeks only under 
exceptional circumstances.

• Our support team ensures that the 
ClientConnect team focuses only on 
the highest value activities and that 
the work is executed quickly and 
efficiently.

Is ClientConnect about new 
technologies?

• While much innovation today is 
focused on new technology, this 
is not always so. The team might 
select a challenge for which the 
solution is technological, or not.

6

“It’s about the way 
they think, and their 
intellectual capacity to 
think. When you’re really 
up against it, you need 
someone who can think 
differently if necessary.”

Rosemary Martin, General Counsel of 
Vodaphone, on her relationship with 
Slaughter & May (speaking at the Legal 
Week’s Global Independent Law Firms 
Forum in London on 27 March 2019.) 

Photo Credit: Cambridge Strategy Group
Global Legal Hackathon, London, February 2019.
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You will experience ClientConnect as a well-managed, intellectually 
provocative, constructive process of creative innovation and focused 
problem solving, that supports you in uncovering genuinely new ideas and 
transforming these into scalable solutions that solve important challenges. 
The lawyers from the law firm and the in-house team will get to know each 
other and understand each other’s challenges in ways that are not easily 
achievable in other ways. It will also be fun.

The ClientConnect process covers the first four of the five stages involved in 
the process of innovation illustrated in the infographic on pages 5 - 6).

Your experience of ClientConnect

Stage 1: Define

Define internal objectives

We kick off the process with a meeting 
to agree internal objectives, define what 
would constitute success and agree how 
we will measure that. This initial meeting 
is  a two to four hour exercise during 
which we also brief you thoroughly on 
the process and what would need to take 
place at each stage in order to ensure 
that objectives are met.

Select potential clients

At the kick-off meeting, we agree with 
you a shortlist of key current clients, 
ideally a combination of ‘cornerstone’ 
and ‘aspirational’ relationships for 
participation in the ClientConnect 
programme. We recommend having 
no more than five to six candidates, 
preferably from the same or similar 
industry sectors.

Because ClientConnect is designed to 
address challenges important to both law 
firm and client, open minds are required 
at this point about which to explore. 
Clients will almost certainly have their 
own ideas. Collaboratively discovering 
and agreeing which to take further is an 
important part of the process.

Where you wish to select multiple 
clients for ClientConnect, consideration 
should be given to whether multiple 
teams should be run in parallel, or/and 
Project Sponsors join a combined forum 
seeking collaboration across all Clients 

to achieve consensus on most common 
requirements/opportunities.

Review and validate client 
relationships

We facilitate a half-day workshop with 
your lawyers who have regular exposure 
to the prospective ClientConnect clients, 
ranging from Relationship Partners to 
managing and mid-level associates, 
to develop in-depth views of current 
relationship status, including:

• range of existing services being 
delivered 

• historic revenue profiles, strategic 
goals and growth opportunities

• client perspectives on engagement 
experience, gathered through your 
existing CRM process

• law firm perspectives on delivery 
experience, including mid-level and 
managing associates with regular 
exposure to client(s)

• law firm perspectives on changes in 
the industry, impacting client needs

Review and validate client 
relationships

We interview the short-listed clients, to 
explore their views on how best their 
needs might be better served by law 
firms in general (not just your firm). We 
explore their views on their emerging 
legal needs and how these might be 
different in three to five years. 

Photo Credit: Cambridge Strategy Group
Global Legal Hackathon, London, February 2019.
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ClientConnect’s deeply collaborative 
nature makes it is essential that the 
client/s participating be prepared to 
commit the resources required from their 
side. We brief prospective participating 
clients on the process and test their 
enthusiasm to participate.

We support you in selecting the best 
client for the project and engaging with 
that client, agreeing a Project Sponsor 
on either side (typically the client’s 
Relationship Partner on the law firm side, 
or the Managing Partner in the case of 
a smaller firm, and the GC or somebody 
selected by her or him on the client side).

Build team/s

We work with Project Sponsors to 
identify the best candidates to invite to 
participate in the team/s and the Mentors 
and Topic Experts who will support them. 
Mentors include members of the law firm 
and the client’s in-house legal team and 
others (e.g. executives and specialists) 
from the client organisation. They are 
provided with detailed guidelines on 
what is expected of them and each role 
is tailored to the level of involvement to 
which that Mentor is prepared to commit. 
Topic Experts are recruited depending 
on the specialist issues with which the 
team/s requires support.

Stage 2: Explore

This stage centres around a one-day 
workshop with a significant amount of 
preparation beforehand and follow-up 
afterwards.

Brainstorm, ideate options, select 
preferred idea

We facilitate a session with the team/s 
where they identify challenges to address 
together, ideate and assess options for 

their solution and select one (typically) 
for further work. Prior to the workshop, 
they will have reviewed a report that we 
compile following Stage 1.

Design and test prototype

Having selected a challenge to address 
together, we support the team in 
developing a plan for solving it. The 
prototype solution at this stage and even 
early subsequent iterations during Stage 
3 might be very rough (see quote from 
Ed Catmull on facing page) but it should 
have enough substance to demonstrate it 
and to be able to create a project plan to 
develop the final, fully-formed solution.

Validate prototype solution with 
Project Sponsors

Up to this point, the investment in the 
process will typically have been quite 
modest. During the next stage, the 
team’s investment and that of supporting 
Mentors and Topic Experts will be 
greater (mostly in time but also in other 
ways). Hence, at this point, the solution 
that the team intends developing further 
is validated with the Project Sponsors.

Stage 3: Develop

During this stage, the team typically 
works together virtually although if 
they choose to meet face-to-face then 
that is accommodated. Our aim is to 
support the team to work as efficiently 
as possible and to minimise the time 
that they are distracted away from their 
mainstream work priorities, without 
compromising on the quality of their 
ClientConnect deliverables.

We can fill knowledge gaps identified 
by the team, either with research 
and analysis ourselves or by sourcing 
appropriate specialist expertise. Gaps 

To schedule an exploratory discussion about how ClientConnect 
might transform your firm’s key client relationships, please 
contact Rob Millard at robert.millard@camstrategy.com or 
Vicky Lockie at vicky.lockie@camstrategy.com
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might, for instance, include topics such 
as best practices elsewhere in addressing 
similar issues, trends in the industries 
or markets in which the client does 
business, or specific disruptive digital 
technologies or other trends.

More than the other stages, the tasks in 
this stage are not linear. Each progresses 
iteratively, in parallel with the others and 
each step building on the previous, until 
the fully formed solution emerges.

Refine prototype

We support the team in working up the 
prototype solution through advancing 
stages of completion until a high-quality 
final product is achieved.

Research internal capability needs

We work with the team to identify what 
capabilities are required within the law 
firm or the client organisation, or both, to 
successfully implement the solution. 

Understand commerciality

Understanding the commerciality of 
the solution is essential, in order for a 
viable, compelling business plan to be 
constructed. Will the solution generate 
revenues or will it create savings through 
efficiencies or otherwise? What is the 
likely investment required and how 
should it be amortised? What is the likely 
ROI? What implications will be created 
for the commercial relationship 
between the law firm and its client? 
We support the team in exploring 
these questions.

Draft business plan

We support the team in developing 
a business plan for the solution that 
is of sufficient scope and accuracy 
for the Project Sponsors and other 
relevant decision-makers to make 
a well-informed decision about 
whether to invest in scaling it up.

Develop scale-up project plan

We work with the team to identify 
the steps required to implement the 
solution, including tasks, resources, 

Ed Catmull, former President of Pixar 
& Disney Animation Studios, from his 
book ‘Creativity, Inc. - Overcoming the 
unseen forces that stand in the way of 
true inspiration’ (2014) Bantam Press

“Early on, all of our movies 
suck. That’s a blunt assessment, 
I know, but I choose that 
phrasing because saying it in a 
softer way fails to convey how 
bad the first versions really are.

Our job is to make them go 
from Suck to Not-Suck.”

key milestones, and challenges that 
might arise to hinder the process.

Stage 4: Pitch

Finalise technical aspects of the 
solution

We support the team in completing 
the design of the solution producing 
a well-articulated pitch that succinctly 
describes its technical aspects.

Finalise business and scale-up plans

We support the team in distilling the 
business plan and the scale-up plan 
into a set of slides that compellingly 
communicates the financial viability 
of the solution and how it will be 
successfully implemented.

Pitch to Project Sponsors

The team pitches the completed solution 
to the Project Sponsors and other 
decision-makers.

Stage 5: Scale-up

This stage does not form part of the 
ClientConnect process, but involves 
implementing the scale-up of the 
solution if the decision is made to 
proceed with that.
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Cambridge Strategy Group Limited
St Johns Innovation Centre
Cowley Road
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Tel: +44 (0)1223 655-352
Email: info@camstrategy.com

camstrategy.com

We advise legal advisory businesses and 
other professional service firms on:

• systems and structures to set and 
execute better strategy

• business model transformation 
(including the strategic/human 
dimensions of ‘digital transformation’)

• collaborative problem solving aimed at 
difficult, important business challenges

• safeguarding and enhancing value 
during mergers
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